
Our 

performance 

is  measured by 

your success.

KEMPER BENEFITS

In a competitive market, having better resources and better service  

is the difference between winning and losing a sale.  At Kemper  

Benefits your success is our main priority. Whether it’s the  

highest quality products or the most robust service tools, we  

place you in the driver’s seat for success. 

Kemper Benefits brokers have access to two of the most state-of-

the-art broker portals in the industry: the Kemper Service Center and 

the Kemper Insight Broker Portal. Combine this technology with our 

experienced sales team, expert administrators and committed service 

representatives, and selling with Kemper Benefits becomes simple.  

Access the answers you need, from anywhere you need, 24/7.  

Kemper Benefits broker tools allow you to:

• Create quotes online

• View sold case status

• Access enrollment details with ease

• Download commission reports

• View communication/email history

• Run analytic reports

The service doesn’t stop when the sale is made. As a Kemper Benefits broker, 

your clients have easy access to secure, online portals designed to give them the 

resources they need to answer their most commonly asked questions.  

It’s time to partner with a carrier who is as dedicated to you and your clients’ 

success as you are.  It’s time for Kemper Benefits.

It’s time for better. 
Choose Kemper Benefits.
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Business made easy



The underwriting company for the Accident Expense, Accident Indemnity, Critical Illness, Dental, Short Term Disability and Whole Life Insurance Products 

is Reserve National Insurance Company, a Kemper Life & Health Company. Kemper Corporation (NYSE: KMPR) is one of the nation’s leading insurers, 

with subsidiaries that provide an array of products to the individual and business markets. Kemper underwriting companies are rated “A-” (Excellent) 

by A.M. Best Company, a leading insurance industry rating authority. Kemper Corporation is not responsible for the products of any of its underwriting 

companies. The underwriting company for the Hospital Indemnity, Gap, Limited Medical, and Vision Insurance Products is Fidelity Security Life Insurance 

Company (FSL). FSL is rated “A-“ (Excellent) by A.M. Best Company. FSL is not financially affiliated with Kemper Corporation. All products are subject to the 

terms, conditions, limitations and exclusions of the specific policy. Product availability may vary by state. 

 

Neither Reserve National Insurance Company, FSL, nor their agents, representatives, associates or employees render legal or tax advice. The employer 

should seek the expert assistance of its own legal or tax adviser. 
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Strength. Solutions. Security. 
That’s the Kemper edge. 

Kemper Benefits is bringing value back to benefits 

We believe that your experience with Kemper Benefits will far 

exceed your expectations. We want to be the carrier that is not 

only supportive of your business, but also your trusted partner 

who is fully invested in your success. Contact Kemper Benefits 

today to partner with an insurance carrier that understands your 

needs and discover how easy it is to offer your clients the best 

solutions on the market. 

kemperbenefits.com


